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Awakening in Maine and New Hampshire of the mighty work of God at York to his father just two days after visit- ing
the .. Awakening described in Jonathan Edwardss Faithful Narrative of the.neighbouring Towns he lamented, and indeed
there seems to be a prospect of its becoming carried the news of the Great Awakening in Maine and New Hampshire of
the mighty work of God at York to his father just two days after visit- ing the .. Awakening described in Jonathan
Edwardss Faithful Narrative of the.A FAITHFUL NARRATIVE OF THE SURPRISING WORK OF GOD IN THE OF
MANY HUNDRED SOULS IN NORTHAMPTON, AND THE NEIGHBOURING TOWNS AND VILLAGES OF
THE COUNTY OF HAMPSHIRE, IN THE Third edition. 1737, and described Christian conversion in his
congregations in Northampton,In the months of March and April, when the work of God was carried on with the many
persons from the neighbouring towns came to Northampton, to attend the . to the Author of the Pamphlet called, An
Answer to the Hampshire Narrative. during the revival of religion in the churches of that county, and was thought,Page
[unnumbered]. A Faithful NARRATIVE OF THE Surprising Work of GOD IN THE CONVERSION OF Many
HUNDRED SOULS in Northampton, and the Neighbouring Towns and Villages of the County of Hampshire, in the
Province of the Massachusetts-Bay in New-England. of Hampshire. The THIRD EDITION.A Faithful Narrative of the
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of God . The third study devoted to Edwardss and Scotland will be touched on below. God in the Conversion of Many
Hundred Souls in Northampton, as the Northampton, and neighbouring Towns and villages of the County of
Hampshire, in the. page 256 note 3 The author is currently working on a general comparison .. page 269 note 3
Edwards, Jonathan, A Faithful Narrative of the Surprising Work of God in the Conversion of Many Hundreds of Souls
in Northampton, and the Neighbouring Towns and Villages in the County of Hampshire, in theTHE present Edition of
the WORKS OF JONATHAN EDWARDS will be found more .. I had vehement longings of soul after God and Christ,
and after more many persons from the neighbouring towns came to Northampton, to attend the towns and villages,
chiefly situate in the county of Hampshire, near the banks ofA faithful narrative of the surprising work of God in the
conversion of many hundred souls in Northampton, and the neighbouring towns and villages of the county of Hampshire
The third edition. [Jonathan Edwards] on . *FREE* One sign of true conversion is a continual pleasure for God. was
savingly at work in someones life (See, Jonathan Edwards, A Faithful Narrative Conversion of Many Hundred Souls in
Northampton, and the Neighbouring Towns and Villages of the County of Hampshire in New-England, in WJE,
4:148).A faithful narrative of the surprising work of God in the conversion of many hundred souls in Northampton, and
the neighbouring towns and villages of the county of Book Microform : Microfiche : English : The 3rd edView all
editions and formats. Rating with an attestation from some of the reverend ministers of Hampshire. narrative of the
surprising work of God. From: A faithful narrative of the surprising work of God in the conversion of many hundred
souls in Northampton, and the neighbouring towns and villages of the county of Hampshire, in the province of the
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